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Metaverse- it is permanentvirtual spacewhere people can 
interact with each other and with digital objects through their 
avatars, with the help of technologyvirtual reality

].

METAVERSE- is the intersection of biological, physical and digital worlds 
through the use of technology
virtual reality.

Art-Metaverse PROMETHEUS(Prometheus) A virtual 
universe for the art world, created by M



NFT-non-fungible token(NFT, non-fungible token) - type cryptographic 
tokens, each copy of which is unique, its impossible to fakeNFT key, program 
all data about subject, terms of use and distribution.

A non-fungible token iscertificate of uniqueness of a digital object—a 
digital cryptographic certificate that confirms the right to own a digital 
asset (digital artifact, file).

NFT secures ownership of the original copy digital artifact (unique 
work of art) ].



This presentation provides an overview of the main features
METAVERSE TALENT MARKET

MTMhas advanced artificial intelligence technologies
and carries out a range of full-cycle works

for Collectors/Galleries/Museums

• Bringing Art into the Metaverse Through NFTs
• Creating unique interiors and scanning existing ones
• Creation and training of virtual Art critics and Consultants
• Additional monetization of your digital copy collection



Real artcannot be expressed only2D, for him necessary3D space and even 
4D, such as sound and story, conveying the atmosphere and immersing 
you in a state of catharsis.

That is whyArt-Metaverse PROMETHEUS- this is a new level for true Digital 
Art Collectors that allows you to:

• Create your own Spaces and Galleries in virtual reality
• Transfer and expand your collections in the virtual world
• Safely store, display and sell your NFTs
• Participate in auctions and purchase exclusive lots



Artists, sculptors, visionaries- everyone can now share your 
creativity with the whole world in virtual reality by digitizing your 
works.

But that's not all - VINCENT (Artificial Intelligence MTM), allows you to create 
generative digital 2D and 3D art, acting as your co-author, where the creative 
core remains a person,
and AI expands the list of possibilities.

Transfer your works toArt-Metaverse PROMETHEUS or create new digital 
art, open Galleries or participate in the creation of large-scale collections - 
your possibilities in virtual reality are now practically unlimited!



MTMcarries out a range of works on digital conversion format 
of any art collections through technologyNFTand their 
placement
VArt-Metaverse PROMETHEUS

Possibilities:
- Professional digitization
- Assignment of exclusive ownership rights
- CreationNFT passports for art objects with
using cryptographically secure labels
- Sale of digital copies and originals of art 
objects



MTMcarries out full rendering of interiors or full-scale digitization of 
existing Galleries/Museums and their high-quality integration intoArt-
Metaverse Prometheus

Possibilities:
- Modeling of interiors of Virtual Spaces to order
- Scanning the interiors of galleries and museums for transfer
virtual universe
- Placement of the Gallery in the digital universe for collectors
- Linking virtual space to the Auction and Market



MTMhas unique developments in the field Artificial 
Intelligence, that allow create virtual art assistants

Possibilities:
- Creation of a virtual assistant
with the functionality of a Guide to 
the capabilities of the Metaverse
and existing works of art
- Virtual assistant training
by downloading data



MTMcreated a multifunctionalNFT marketplace aggregate with 
integration intoArt-Metaverse "PROMETHEUS"

Functional:
- Create your own 2-D NFT gallery
- Integration of own NFTs into MTM
- Certification of a work of art
- Deposit and return of NFT/STT as a share
- Submitting NFTs for evaluation to the collector community
- Distributed registry for storing NFT metadata.
- 100% guarantee against loss, theft, digital counterfeit
copies of art objects.

- Integration of the Royalty reward system



MTMhas absolute capabilities for complete digitization personalities and 
unpacking in the virtual world

Possibilities:
- Human scanning to create a digital 
profile
- Creating an NFT of a person’s passport
- Integration of digital avatars into Art-Metav



MTMimplements the creation of digital copies of art objects and 
assigning them NFT passports with certificates of authenticity

Features:е
- Accounting and evaluation are carried out in the internal accounting unit (STT)
- Assigning an NFT key for a digital copy
- Assessment of the artistic value and cost of NFTs by voting by platform users, 
a club of experts, and artificial intelligence.

- Secure storage of digital copies of items (NFT)
- Sale of exclusive ownership of a digital copy



MTMproduces a certificate of authenticity physical 
original works of art

Possibilities:
- Assignment of authenticity rights
- Writing a tag to the blockchain



ries



ZeroGravity Foundation provides 
financial, managerial, technical and 
marketing support to the project
ZeroGravity Foundation - decentralized venture capital fund 
and international aggregator for digital, innovative and 
blockchain technologies

You can become a shareholder of the 
project and co-owner of an early stage 
fund companyDAO ZHCASH , Also full 
list of project presentations
which are co-owned by the fund

Zerogravity.foundation

https://zhcash.com/download/gravy-ru.pdf
https://zhcash.com/
https://zerogravity.foundation/download/zerogravity-foundation-ru.pdf
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